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Two Bermuda symbols, 
the graceful longtail 
bird and a Bermuda  
moongate represent 

First Monetary's Annual 
Shareholders Meeting 

held each year in 
Bermuda.

Bermuda's longtail 
bird, is a symbol of 

beauty and freedom. 

The Bermuda moongate 
is a coral-stone arch 

shaped like full moon 
and symbolizes unity, 
peace and happiness.

Chartered in 1986, First 
Monetary Mutual Limited is a 
Bermuda based insurance 
company owned and 
operated by commercial 
banks, savings banks and 
savings and loan associa-
tions in the states of New 
York and Pennsylvania.

Membership in the organiza-
tion affords primary or 
wraparound Director's and 
Officer's Liability insurance 
coverage as a core benefit, 
and opportunities to build 
revenue streams through 
participation in the compa-
ny's title and private 
mortgage reinsurance 
programs. 

Ancillary benefits include a 
shareholder's meeting 
allowance, member  reinvest-
ment program, free web site 
design hosting, on-line 
access to the American 
Banker and comprehensive 
risk management services 
and our newest service, The 
Mortgage Exchange.
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For the Year Ending 31 December, 2002

Shareholders Report



For the eighteenth year running, it’s my great pleasure to
welcome all of you to First Monetary’s annual sharehold-
ers meeting. As I have consistently extolled the value,
utility and importance of this gathering, I’m extremely
gratified so many of you share that viewpoint and con-
tinue to attend every year. As in years past, we’ll
chronicle events for the year just concluded, highlight
our achievements and lay out our goals, so when we
leave, it’s with renewed drive. As part of that effort, I
think it worthwhile to reiterate our primary purpose as
measured against the backdrop of our operating founda-
tion and drivers.  

This seems appropriate, as developments in the Direc-
tors and Officers Liability insurance market progressively
come full circle, and First Monetary draws on its roots to
deal with the current situation. Underwriting is as much a
cycle of feast and famine as any event written about in
the Old Testament. The challenge for FM, and any
insurer for that matter, is to remain properly aligned with
this cycle.  There are many ways to accomplish the
alignment, however. Our approach, as outlined in the
mission statement incorporated into this shareholders
package, has differentiated this organization from the
rest of the pack.   In all our years of operation, FM has
strived to ensure the availability of coverage in both
good markets and bad. 

Our efforts in seeking coverage stability have been
undeniably successful. Like every other carrier, FM has
had to contend with the same calamities and tumultuous
developments as the rest of the insurance industry,
dating back to the original confidence crisis that led to
our company’s formation, through FIRREA, EPLI litiga-
tion, Internet-on-line competition, Y2K,  Enron fallout,
Glass-Steagal deregulation, Sarbanes-Oxley legislation,
and terrorism issues. In all of these cases, the event
itself marked a milestone in FM’s development, sparking
new product developments and service enhancements
in response. Through all of them, FM has emerged a
strong survivor. 

In modest hindsight, our survival and longevity can be
traced to prudent risk assessment and a balanced view
toward profits. While we recognize the need for profits
as a capital generator, as a mutual insurance company,
we can afford to balance the need for profits against the
downside harm excessively high premium assessments
would pose to the membership. FM has never chased

the market down, or raced it on the way up. When
opportunities arose to shed risk on favorable terms, we
gave it away. At times when we could have easily drawn
down reserves, we used them to enter new markets and
guarantee the stability of rates. While our competitors
were frantically cutting premiums in lemming-like
charges to hold market share – without apparent defer-
ence to claims fundamentals --  we tweaked ours realis-
tically. And as CFO’s were placing inordinate (and los-
ing) bets on the stock market, our investment portfolio
continued with its traditional positive returns. 

The outcome of all this is now apparent. Turns out that
First Monetary’s hindsight was, once again, 20-20. Major
insurers have dramatically reversed the downward spiral
of insurance premiums. Broad segments of the industry
continue to be hampered by adverse loss development,
under-reserving, losses in stock portfolios and reduc-
tions in interest rates, and are struggling to return to
profitability. 9/11, corporate scandals, and a stock mar-
ket itself being sued have stripped away the veneer.
What’s happening now is what we’ve said would happen
all along -- severe contractions in capacity, major price
hikes, an overdue bolstering of reserves, new policy
restrictions and insurer/reinsurer insolvencies.  

Francis J Shashaty,  CPCU
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First Monetary, by comparison, has managed to hold the
line on premiums, retain the support of the community
institutions it’s in business to serve, and maintain the
solid backing of our Reinsurers. While we’re certainly
being touched by developments in the broad market, a
minimal increase in the cost of reinsurance from Lloyds
of London stands out as a major feat of accomplishment
this year. Membership is at a ten year high, a dual
choice PMI and title reinsurance program are up and
running and we continue to attract the interest of repre-
sentatives in markets beyond New York State. 

Financial realities dictate a retrenchment is in order, but
this was planned coincident with the end of a three-year
plan to establish First Monetary in a new state and move
the company into reinsurance. Twelve quarters after the
launch of that plan, we can analyze the outcome. A brief
recap of the results shows that we successfully achieved
our major goals, but key underlying assumptions fac-
tored into the plan changed unexpectedly. The number
of PA bankers signing up for membership was only
slightly fewer than anticipated, and claims experience
has been phenomenal. Net premium loss was actually
modest, considering the number of First Monetary mem-
bers converted from primary to wraparound coverage
during the review period. No one foresaw the hammer
effects that 9/11 would wreak on the overall world
economy or, more specifically, the near freefall in inter-
est rates that it would provoke. FM forecast a 50 basis
point decline in rates over the life of the plan when, in
reality, the move exceeded 400! At plan inception, our
investment portfolio was spinning off $130,000 in rev-
enue at 5.5% interest. At conclusion, the return had
fallen to $80,000. This $50,000 constitutes almost the
entire amount of the company’s remaining deficit. 

There is no reason to go against our principles or
deviate from the paths First Monetary has traditionally
followed in the year to come, but adjustments reflecting
the new market realities are being made. Cash flows are
being closely controlled, and the value of vendor-pro-
vided services in relation to their expense is being

scrutinized. Meeting expenses have been and will con-
tinue to be the subject of Board level discussions. 

For the immediate future, First Monetary’s efforts will
emphasize core D&O business management over mar-
keting, with only modest product and market develop-
ment investments, unless revenue potential is significant
or expenditures are absolutely necessary.  This likely
means the elimination of rate guarantees and discounts
for prospective members who have not availed them-
selves of our marketing offers, if for no other reason than
to preserve the value of the investments Pennsylvania
community bankers realized in coming to us early.       

FM will continue to define itself as a developer of unique,
niche products that permit community bankers to offer
insurance and generate income without expending huge
cash outlays taking on substantial risk. Beyond product
knowledge, our competencies in the areas of emerging
risk identification and management, computer network-
ing and web-enabled software applications for small
business strengthen this company and add to its appeal.
In a tightening insurance market, the value of what we
offer should become more and more apparent, but we
can’t lose sight of the fact that the market for what we
offer is limited. For First Monetary to thrive, we must
jointly ensure that our message resonates with as many
fence sitters as we can reach. That’s the common task
for management and members alike. 

Once again I'd like to thank our Chairman, Angelo Di
Lorenzo, for his selfless devotion to this organization
and friendship, our board for their faith and cooperation,
all of our domestic and Bermuda-based business associ-
ates who keep things running, and each of you for the
part you play in keeping us strong.  

Sincerely,

Francis J. Shashaty, CPCU

President & CEO
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